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1. A basketball player runs onto the court and starts drawing a duck. The coach yells at
him, “What are you doing?” The player answers, “Well, coach, you told me to get out
there and draw a fowl.”
2. The waiter asks Jesus, “How would you like your steak cooked?” Jesus replies, “Well
done, my good and faithful servant.”
3. One gun says to another, “I feel like getting loaded tonight. How about you?”
4. A car inquires of a grocery truck, “Why are you so distressed?” The grocery truck
responds, “I think I am about to deliver.”
5. Have you heard about the new non-lethal paper bullets? You load them into a paper
clip.
6. Did you ever see the sequel to “Edward Scissorhands”? It was entitled “George
Postholediggerlegs”!
7. If an artificial sweetener leaves an aftertaste, does artificial intelligence leave an
afterthought?
8. Or, does artificial intelligence calculations leave an aftermath?
9. Or, does an artificial heart leave an afterlife?
10. Or, does an artificial light leave an afterglow?
11. Or, does an artificial sun leave an afternoon?
12. A computer mouse says to a keyboard, “You have an empty look about you. What’s
wrong?” The keyboard replies, “I locked my keys in the car this morning.”
13. A man was caught nailing two-by-fours to the side of a passenger jet. When
questioned, his response was, “The man at the gate said it was time to board the
plane.”
14. Did you hear about the chair that went to the head of the table? He had always wanted
to be a chairleader.

15. The school compliments the office building, “You sure do have a lot of offices.” The
office building counters, “Thanks. And you have a lot of class.”
16. A young child asks his older brother, “What’s this thing?” The brother answers,
“That’s my school.” As an elderly gentleman exits the school, the young child asks,
“And what’s that?” The older brother responds, “Oh, that’s the principal of the thing.”
17. The sight says to the gun, “You’ve got me over a barrel!”
18. After her parasol was severely mangled in an accident, a lady went to her insurance
agent to inquire about the cost of umbrella policies.
19. Did you hear about the derby that ran for governor? He threw himself into the ring.
20. Did you hear about the cleansing bar that became a politician? He was a natural; full
of lyes and always on his soapbox.
21. Did you hear about the new Microsoft Office Automobile? It Excels at traveling, has
easy Access to all its Powerpoints, has a bright Outlook, and always has nice Words
to say.
22. How can I repent when I have never pented in the first place?
23. Upon checking out, the cashier asked the customer, “Paper or plastic?” The customer
responded, “I was actually hoping to write a check.”
24. Did you hear about the woman who spilled fuel in her garden? Her flowers grew gas
petals.
25. After running into a tree at full speed, the tree begins cursing the automobile, then
asked, “What’s wrong with you?” The car responds, “Just give me a brake, okay?”

